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ABSTRACT
The shape of an interface while a crystal is growing inside a crystal growth furnace
is an important measurement to assess the crystal quality on-line. If the crystal surface can
be visualized by video or x-ray imaging, the interface shape can be determined by the
stereo image processing techniques. This paper presents a methodology to determine the
shape of the solid-melt interface by stereo based imaging techniques while the crystal is
growing inside a transparent furnace. The methodology generates a qualitative shape
information provided that a good pair of stereo images of the interface can be captured.
For a quantitative shape description, i.e., for the determination of interface points with
respect to a fixed coordinate frame, both cameras must be calibrated. This paper
illustrates the methodology for qualitative shape determination of Lead Bromide crystal
interface.
1. INTRODUCTION
The shape of an interface between the solid and liquid phases is one measurement
that immediately describes how the crystal is growing. Although it is not exactly known
how the interface shape is related to crystal quality, nevertheless, it is commonly accepted
that crystals which grow with a fiat interface have better structural properties. The basic
reason behind this assumption is the fact that, if the interface is fiat, thermal stresses inside
4thematerialareat minimum levels, [Chang and Wilcox, 1974]. Furthermore, crystalline
imperfections are also at a minimum level within a flat growing interface. Therefore, on-
line measurement of the interface shape is important for crystal growth control.
The interface shape is determined by the furnace dynamics, the material properties
and the geometry of the ampoule that encapsulates the material. The furnace that we
consider in this paper is the vertical Bridgman type as shown in Figure 1 and the material
is Lead Bromide (PbBr2). Basically, there are two inputs that a process operator can
manipulate to control the growth process: the axial temperature profile within the furnace
and the translational speed of the ampoule [Singh et al 1988 ]. Simulation studies
recommend specific temperature profiles that will generate a flat interface in the steady
state, [Taghavi and Duval, 1989], [Dantzig and Tortorelli 1991]. In this paper, we
propose a stereo based imaging technique that can verify these theoretical findings by
providing three-dimensional interface shape information.
The interface quantification by mono image processing techniques is first
demonstrated on the Czochralski growth of silver by [Bachman et al, 1970]. They used a
video signal to determine the diameter of the crystal at the interface. [Archibald et al,
1988, 1991], [Kakimoto et ai 1988] worked with x-ray based images to locate the
position of the interface. Their procedure works on the intensity difference of x-ray signals
that are transmitted through the solid and the melt. [Wargo and Witt, 1992] developed a
thermal imaging system for the analysis of melt surface thermal field distributions in the
Czochraiski furnace. [Batur et al, 1992] applied the Hueckei edge detection algorithm to
a mono video image and determined the shape of interface. Conceptually, this
methodology can determine the three dimensional shape by rotating the camera around the
interface and repeating the mono image processing algorithm on images coming from
different viewing angles.
Our motivation in this paper is to provide three-dimensional solid-melt interface
shape information by stereo image processing techniques while the crystal is growing
insidea transparentfurnace.If thefurnaceis not transparent,weassumethat x-ray or
ultrasoundimagingcanprovideapairof stereoimagesfor interfacequantification.The
basic use of the shape information is to establish a dynamic model that correlates the
effects of the axial temperature profile and the ampoule's translational speed on the shape
of the interface. The dynamic relation between the temperature profile, the translational
speed and the resulting interface shape can be used for the design of interface controller.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the stereo imaging
procedure used. The selection of surface points for which the matching is accomplished is
described in Section 2.1. The matching procedure is given in Section 2.2. The sources of
experimental and theoretical errors are listed and discussed in Section 3. Section 4
presents an application on the Lead Bromide crystal. Finally, conclusions are stated in
Section 5.
2. THE STEREO IMAGING PROCEDURE
The stereo imaging task involves the perception of depth from a pair of
two-dimensional images. Figure 2 describes how this task can be accomplished. A point
on the melt-solid interface is denoted as P(X,Y,Z). If we assume a pin hole type lens for
both cameras, then the object point P(X,Y,Z), appears as point PL(x,y) on the left image
and as point PR(x,y) on the right image. The capital letters are used to indicate the
position of point P with respect to an absolute coordinate frame (X,Y,Z). The lower case
characters, (x,y), define the position of the images of object point P in terms of image
plane coordinates. Since we do not know where the object point P is, we first have to find
image points that correspond to the same object point as in the case of points PL and PR-
This is commonly known as the matching problem. Once the matching problem is solved,
determination of the depth information can be accomplished in two different ways.
1. If the location of focal points FP L and FP R are known, then, intersecting lines
(PL-FPL) and (PR-FPR) gives the location of the object point P. However, for most
6practicalcases,the camerafocalpointis notexactlyknown,or, theremaynotbea single,
pin-holetypefocalpoint.For thesecases,it is necessaryto calibratethecameras.The
camera calibration equations define a focal point in a least squares sense [Martins et al
19811.
2. If only qualitative interface shape information is needed, the camera calibration
procedure can be avoided altogether. Assuming that two identical cameras are operated at
the same magnification level and are placed on the same plane, the images of point P are at
the same height as shown in Figure 2. The disparity, i.e., the difference in x-coordinates,
is proportional to the distance between the cameras and the object point. Following the
view from the top, as given Figure 3, the relation between the disparity and the depth can
be expressed as
d = depth = 2 e f/(x R + XL)
2.1
Where (2e) is the distance between the optical axes of cameras, fis the common focal
distance, x R and xL are the coordinates of the image points in the right and the let_ image
planes, respectively. The disparity is given by (x R + XL). The measurement of disparity
provides a value that is directly proportional to the depth. This is a simple technique
because it does not require camera calibration. However, the disadvantage is that it can
provide measurements that are only proportional to depth of interface points.
Furthermore, cameras should be identical and be mounted on the same plane. Since the
main motivation of our study is to quantify the shape of the interface as fiat, convex or
concave, we decided to use this second technique.
The stereo imaging methodology basically implements:
(a) the extraction of feature points to be matched such as PL(x,y) and PR(x,y) in
the images, and
7(b) thematchingof thefeaturepointssothatwecandeterminethat bothPL(X,y)
andPR(x,y)belongto thesameobjectpoint P(X,Y,Z).
We discussthefeatureextractionproblemin Section2.1anddescribethe stereomatching
procedurein Section2.2.
2.1 SELECTION OF INTERFACE POINTS TO BE MATCHED
It is computationally prohibitive to match every point in the le_ image to every
corresponding point in the right image. It is much more efficient to pick points that have
certain characteristic features and use them in the matching procedure. The characteristic
points that are used in this paper are the edge points in images. The location of edge
points are determined by convolving the image with a Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) filter.
The LOG filter is a two-dimensional operator given by,
2 y2
G(x,y)= 0.2 exp-( x + )
2o" (2.1.1)
Where (x,y) is the location where the filter operates, G(x,y) is the gray level of the image
pixel at (x,y) and 6 is the variance of the filter. Figure 4 shows qualitatively the effect of
the LOG filter on a one-dimensional edge. The location of edge point is determined by the
location of the zero crossing. The zero crossing is the point where the convolved image
changes the sign of its image intensity. The LOG filter is obtained by taking the Laplacian
of a Gaussian filter. The filter determines the second derivative of the image at point (x,y).
However, since the derivative operator amplifies the noise, we filter the image by a low
pass Gaussian type smoothing filter before we determine the second derivative of the
image. The parameter 6 determines how much smoothing is applied. Figure 5 shows the
shape of a typical filter and the derivation of (2.1.1) is given in Appendix A. The LOG
filter has a value of zero at the edge of its tail and has a negative central region. The
diameterof thenegativecentralregion,W2D is proportionalto _ andisgivenby,
(Grimson, 1981).
w:o = 242cr (2.1.2)
The effect of changing W2D is the change in the amount of low pass filtering that is
applied to the image. Therefore, W2D adjusts the sensitivity of the LOG filter to image
noise. The actual implementation of the continuos LOG filter, (2.1.1), is performed by
discretizing the filter and applying it to the image at each pixel location (x,y).. We
normalize the discrete filter such that the volume occupied by the negative region of the
filter equals to the volume occupied by the positive side of the filter. This modification
assures that if there is no edge, the output of the filter is zero.
The edge points or equivalently zero crossings of an image are detected by
scanning the LOG filtered image horizontally from left to right. The locations where the
filtered image intensity switches sign are marked as location of edges. Once the edge
points of both the left and the right images are detected, the final step involves the
matching of edge points of the Ieft image to the edge points of the right image.
2.2 MATCHING PROCEDURE
Figure 6 illustrates the matching procedure for a pair of a stereo image. It shows
the LOG profiles, i.e., the LOG image intensities that are obtained from a horizontal scan
in both the left and the fight images. The matching procedure makes use of the LOG
profile around a zero crossing point. We consider the left LOG profile around a zero
crossing within a window and match this profile to the one inside a sliding window in the
fight LOG image. Effectively, we compare a LOG pattern around a zero crossing on the
left image to another LOG pattern around a zero crossing on the right image. If they are
9similaraccordingto agivenindex,weassumethat zerocrossingpointsmatch.The
matchingindex(MI) is definedasfollows
k=10
MI= _,_ G,(x; +k,y;)-Gr(x; +k,y;) k sO
_=-Io (2.2.1)
Where (x;,Y;) and (x_,y_) are the coordinates of zero crossing points in left and right
images, respectively. This measure compares a total of 20 values of the LOG image
intensities at the row position Yt = Yr. If the matching index is found smaller then a
specified threshold, then the point (x_,y_) is assumed to match the point (x_,y_).
If the image is noisy, certain zero crossings of the LOG filter are generated due
noise. To minimize the effect of noise, a user defined threshold band is used to eliminate
noise induced zero crossings. If the neighboring pixels to the zero crossing points of the
LOG profile lie within the threshold band, then, that zero crossing is treated as noise and
not considered for matching. For example, the zero crossing point ZC on the left LOG
profile of Fig. 6 is not considered for matching because it remains within the threshold
band. The threshold band and the size of window are tunable parameters that can be
altered to improve the stereo matching algorithm. The stereo matching procedure is
summarized by the following steps.
1. Convolve both left and right images with a LOG filter of (2.1. I).
2. Scan the left convolved image horizontally from left to right and determine
zero crossings.
3. Scan the right convolved image horizontally from left to right and determine
zero crossings.
4. Eliminate all zero crossings that are considered to be generated by noise.
5. Compare the zero crossing profiles in the left and right windows
by the MI index of (2.2.1).
"k
l0
.
,
8.
If both profiles are the same, then label the pixels that correspond to left and
right zero crossings as a matched points.
Repeat steps 2-7 over the entire image.
Determine disparities at matched points by (2.1).
3. ERROR ANALYSIS
Since our methodology first finds the edge points and then matches them for stereo
quantification, we should consider possible error sources for each step.
A. Errors in Edge Detection.
A1. Shift in Perceived Edge Locations
The zero crossings obtained from the LOG filtered image do not exactly correspond
to the actual edge locations. This is illustrated in Figure 7 where two different LOG filters
are operating on an image of 10 pixels wide. The first filter, shown in Fig. 7a, has
W2D = 11 and the second filter has a wider band as W2D = 17. It can be seen that the
actual edge locations and the zero crossings are at significantly different locations in the
second case. The shift in the edge location depends on the width of the LOG filter and
increases with the increase in W2D. Obviously, if there is no need to low pass filter the
image, then there will be a minimal shift since the LOG filter simply becomes a Laplacian
filter. However, this is seldom the case in practice. To demonstrate a two-dimensional
case, we illustrate the distortions generated by two different filters on the edges of a small
gray square as shown in Figure 8. From left to right, Fig. 8a shows the original image,
the LOG image and the zero crossings, based on W2D = 11. The LOG image in the center
is normalized to a gray tone range of 0 - 63 for illustration. In Fig. 8b, the LOG filter has
a wider bandwidth, W2D = 17, therefore, it causes a significant distortion on the edges.
It is difficult to quantify the amount of distortion since it depends on the shape of the
edge and gray tone levels of the picture surrounded by the edge. We assume the distortion
does not significantly effect our results. This assumption is justified by the following facts:
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(a) ThesameLOG filter isusedfor boththeleft andright image,
(b) Theleft andright imagesarenot significantlydifferentviewsof the interface,i.e.,
thedisparityin our stereoimagesis smallandfinally
(c) we areonlyinterestedin obtainingaqualitativeshapeinformationfor thecrystal
growth interface.
A2.Non-identicalCameras
Our methodologyassumesthattwo identicalcamerasareusedto obtainthe left and
right images.Therefore,thefocallenses,thegainsandthelensopeningsof camerasare
expectedto be identical.It isdifficult to realizethisconfigurationin practice.Thelackof
identicalcamerasintroducesvaryinglight intensitiesandmagnificationsfor the same
viewingareaandthereforeadverselyaffectstheLOG filteredimages.To avoidtheerror
dueto non-identicalcameras,weusedonlyonecameraandobtainedboth the left andthe
right imagebyslidingthecamerasidewayson themountingtable. Sincethe crystal
growth isa slowprocess,theshapeof the interfacedoesnotchangesignificantlyduring
thetimethatthe cameraisrepositioned.
B. Errors inMatching
A zerocrossingpoint ontheleft imageis amatchingpointto a zerocrossingpoint on
theright imageif theLOG valuesaroundthezerocrossingsonthe left andright images
aresimilar.Thezerocrossingpointsarematchedby comparingtheLOG patternsaround
thesepoints.Thepatternis definedby theLOGvalueswithin auserspecifiedwindow.A
smallwindow maynotbesufficiento characterizethepattern,therefore,matchingpoints
maybemissed.Ontheotherhand,a largewindowrequiresexcessivecomputation.A
practicalwindow sizeis determinedasacompromisebetweenthesetwo effects.
Thesecondproblemis thefalsematcheswhicharecausedby zerocrossingsdueto
imagenoise.Thetypicalcharacteristicsof thesezerocrossingsaresmallLOG magnitudes
aroundzerocrossingpoints.We defineathresholdbandto ignorethesenoiseinduced
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zerocrossings,c.f. Fig. 6. Theeffectof usingalargethresholdbandis the lossof
potentialmatchingpoints.Ontheotherhand,if thethresholdbandwidth is madetoo
narrow,thealgorithmmaygeneratetoo manyfalsematches.Someof thesefalsematches
canbeeliminatedlaterif themaximumdisparitywithin the imageisknownapriori.Again,
apracticalthresholdbandis determinedasa compromisebetweenmissinga matchedpair
or generatingafalsematch.
4. APPLICATIONS
We presentwo applicationsof thestereoimagingprocedureto quantifytheshapeof
the solid-meltsurfacesfor LeadBromidecrystals.Thesecrystalsaremainlyusedas
acousto-optictunablefilters, seefor example,[Singh et ai 1992a,1992bl.Figures 9a
and 9b arethe left andright cameraviewsof the interface.Thecamerasarelookingat the
interfacewith anazimuthangleof 45degrees.Figures9eand9f showthelocationof
zerocrossings,i.e.,the perceivededgepointsof thecrystalsurface.Thesefiguresare
obtainedbydeterminingthezerocrossingpointson theLOGimagesFigs.9cand9d.
SincetheLOG imageshavepositiveandnegativevalues,for thepurposeof presentation,
thepixeigraytonesinFigs9cand9darescaledsuchthat all graytonesarebetween0 and
63. An optimumLOG filter size,W2D, is searchedby atrial anderror procedureand
W2D= 11 is found sufficient.Thematchingedgepointsareobtainedbyfollowing the
matchingalgorithmof Section3.2.Thethresholdvalueusedfor the matchingindex(MI)
is ten. To avoidzerocrossingpointsdueto noise,athresholdbandof four pixelsisused,
c.f. Fig. 6. Finally,using(3.1),thedisparitiesatmatchingpointsaredeterminedand
presentedinFig. 10a.Therearetwo optionsto presenthedisparities.Here,weusedthe
left imageandplottedthedisparitiesatmatchedpointsof the left image.The other equally
valid alternative is to plot the disparities at the matched points of the right image. Since
the disparity is proportional to depth, Fig. 10a essentially displays the reconstructed three-
dimensional shape of the interface. In Fig. 10b we present a complete view of the
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ampoule.A smallboxplacedonthefigureshowsthelocationwherethe original left and
right Viewsareobtained.By lookingatthemarkedregion,a humaneyeseesthecrystal
surfacevery similarto theonerepresentedbythedisparityprofileof Fig. 10a.
For thesecondapplication,camerasarepositionedto capturethe cylindricalsideview
of thecrystal. Figs. lla and lib showtheleft andright cameraimages. A LOG filter
with W2D= 11is appliedto bothimages.TheLOGfilteredimagesareagainscaledin
their gray tonesto arangeof 0-63andshownin Fig. 1lc and1ld, respectively.Thezero
crossingsareillustratedin Figs.1le and1If. Theedgepointsarematchedwith amatching
indexthresholdvalueof ten.The same noise threshold band of four pixels is used to
eliminate the noise induced zero crossings. The disparities of matching points are
determined and plotted on the left image as shown in Fig.12. This is the
three-dimensional interpretation of the actual shape of the crystal. The shape is very
similar to what human eyes would see.
5. CONCLUSION
The shape of a melt-solid interface of crystal can be determined by stereo image
processing techniques. The methodology presented in this paper first finds the edge points
that represent the interface in images and matches the edge points to determine the
disparity. Because of the placement of cameras, the disparity is proportional to depth,
therefore, a qualitative shape information for the interface can be directly obtained from
the plot of disparities. If the cameras are calibrated, i.e., the focal points and image plane
locations are exactly known then the interface shape can be determined quantitatively.
Since the basic motivation here is to describe the shape as fiat, convex or concave, the
quantitative shape determination is not explored in this paper. However, extension to
quantitative stereo imaging is straightforward.
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Thetechniquerequiresaprioriselectionof asetof parametersthat controlsthe
acquisitionof the interfaceshapeinformation.Theeffectsof theseparameterson the
determinationof the interface shapearediscussedin thepaper.
Two applicationsof themethodologyon theLeadBromidecrystalarepresented.In
eachcase,thethree-dimensionalshapeinformationisreconstructedsuccessfullyfrom a
pairof stereoimages.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) operator
The governing 2-dimensional Gaussian function is given by the following equation,
G(x,y) = °2 exp (-(x20Y2))2-
A-1
The Laplacian of G(x,y) is given by,
V2G(x,y) _ 02 G(x,y) + 02 G(x,y)
a x2 a y_-
A-2
The first partial derivative of G(x,y) with respect to x can be written as,
_°2(_2 /2o2xp(_ x2 y2,2o
= - x exp(. -(x2+y2)
2 o 2
The second partial derivative of G(x,y) with respect to x can be written as,
a 2 G(x,y) _ .exp(. -(x2+y2)
ax 2 _ 2 0 2
-x
exp( ' -(xz+y2))" 2 0 2
/ /: 1 exp.02 2 02
Similarly, the second partial derivative of G(x,y) with respect to y can be written as,
(y2) /a y2 7 - 1 exp 2 o 2
Combining equations A-4 and A-5, the Laplacian of Gaussian operator can be written as,
A-3
A-4
A-5
0 2 exp .
Defining r=v/-_+y 2 , equation A-6 can be written as,
V2G(x,y) = ( r 2 - 2 0 2
I
_(x2 +y2)
2 o 2
_r 2
2 o 2
A-6
A-7
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